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Back to business with Exacq
Stronger, smarter and more secure

Free exacqVision Professional or Enterprise camera licenses with every 

Illustra Flex, Illustra Pro, or Illustra EST Thermal camera 

Best way to get back to business? Build a complete best-in-breed video security solution by combining 
the power of exacqVision Pro or Enterprise VMS with high-performance Illustra IP cameras. For a limited 
time, when you purchase any Illustra Flex, Illustra Pro, or Illustra Pro Thermal EST, your exacqVision Pro or 
Enterprise VMS camera licenses are FREE. Offer valid for new or previously purchased exacqVision NVRs.

Valid in North America only and may not be combined with other discounts. Each opportunity 
must be registered with your local Exacq area sales representative.



Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls is a global diversified technology and multi industrial leader serving a wide range of customers in more

than 150 countries. Our 120,000 employees create intelligent buildings, efficient energy solutions, integrated infrastructure

and next generation transportation systems that work seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and

communities. Our commitment to sustainability dates back to our roots in 1885, with the invention of the first electric room

thermostat. We are committed to helping our customers win and creating greater value for all of our stakeholders through

strategic focus on our buildings and energy growth platforms. 

For additional information, please visit www.exacq.com or follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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Back with Exacq: complete, best-in-breed security solutions to get back 
to business.

Illustra Pro IP cameras

The Illustra Pro camera line is our premiere IP camera offering with resolutions from 2MP to 
12MP and form factors of compact mini-dome, mini-dome, bullet, micro, fisheye, and PTZ.

Back with Exacq promo code:

000462581

Illustra Flex IP cameras

With a variety of affordable form factors, the Illustra Flex product line includes features such 
as 120dB Wide Dynamic Range to maintain image detail in varying light conditions, motion 
detection for intruder alerts, and 3D noise reduction.

Illustra Pro Thermal EST cameras

A smart elevated skin temperature scanning solution, Illustra Pro Thermal EST camera is ideal 
for deployment at controlled entrances to areas and facilities where initial skin temperature 
measurement is needed for staff and visitors.


